10

Animal Behavior
I N V E S T I G AT I O N

M

GE4<GFLBH;4I8?BB>874G;4I8588AC;LF<64?GE4<GF
FH6;4FG;86B?BEAH@58EBEF;4C8B9I4E<BHF5B7LC4EGF ,;8
?4FG46G<I<GL<AGEB7H68764??<A:58;4I<BE<A6E<GG8EF ,;864??F4A7
BG;8EFBHA7F4A<@4?F@4>84E88K4@C?8FB958;4I<BE4?GE4<GF 8A8F
<AUH8A68@4AL4A<@4?58;4I<BEF9EB@58;4I<BEFG;4G;8?C4A<@4?F
VA79BB7GB58;4I<BEF<AIB?I87<A@4G<A:4A764E<A:9BEB99FCE<A: 
OST OF THE

+B@8B9G;8C;LF<64?4A758;4I<BE4?GE4<GF<AUH8A6875L:8A8F
<A6E84F8G;86;4A68F4A4A<@4?J<??FH668FF9H??LE8CEB7H68 BE
8K4@C?8J;L7B@4?8788E;4I84AG?8EFE8AG4AG?8EF;84IL/;L
7B5<E7FF<A:4A774A68/BH?7AG4??G;4GF<A:<A:4A774A6<A:@4>8
5<E7F@BE8B5I<BHFGBCE874GBEF
!AG;<F46G<I<GLLBHJ<??8K4@<A8E8FH?GF9EB@F6<8AG<V6<AI8FG<:4
G<BAFG;4G?BB>874GG;8F8DH8FG<BAF4A7BG;8EFG;4G;8?C8KC?4<A
;BJI4E<BHFGE4<GF49986GG;8CEB545<?<GLB94A4A<@4?FFH668FF9H?
E8CEB7H6G<BA Reproductive success<F4@84FHE8B9;BJ@4AL
FH668FF9H?B99FCE<A:4A<A7<I<7H4?BE:4A<F@;4F 8;4I<BEF4A7BG;8E
GE4<GFG;4G49986GE8CEB7H6G<I8FH668FF@4L5878G8E@<A875L5BG;
:8A8G<64A78AI<EBA@8AG4?946GBEF 4344
A pair of blue-footed boobies
perform a mating dance.
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ACTIVITY 10 ANIMAL BEHAVIOR

GUIDING QUESTION
How do animal behaviors and other traits affect the
probability of successful reproduction?

PROCEDURE


 1BHEG846;8EJ<??4FF<:ALBHE:EBHCGBBA8B9G;89BHE
<AI8FG<:4G<BAF58?BJ

Investigation 1:
Long-tailed Widowbird
The long-tailed widowbird (Euplectes progne)
is a small bird found in sub-Saharan Africa.
Males of this species are solid black with red
shoulder patches. They have very long tails,
up to half a meter in length (two to three
times the length of the body). Males establish
breeding territories in grasslands and will fly
slowly over their territories approximately
1–2 meters (m) above the top of the grass.
When they do this, their tails are visible from
1 kilometer (km) away. Female long-tailed
widowbirds are brown with streaks, have short
tails, and do not perform this kind of flight.
Scientists wondered why the male has such
a long, conspicuous tail. One scientist, Malte

Andersson, conducted an experiment to see
what would happen if he made their tails either
longer or shorter. He divided the birds into
three groups. He modified the tails of Groups 1
and 2 as described in the table below. Group 3
served as a control group.
Widowbird Experiment
BIRD GROUP

TAIL MODIFICATION

1

Tail feathers cut shorter

2

Tail feathers lengthened by gluing on
feathers cut from Group 1

3

Tails left at natural length, or cut and
glued back on

He then looked at the number of new nests in
each male’s territory. The results are shown in
the graph below and to the left.

Mean number of new nests per male

Widowbird Results

2.0
A female long-tailed
widowbird (left)

1.5

A male long-tailed
widowbird (below)

1.0

0.5

0

Group 1
shortened

Group 2
elongated
Tail treatment
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Group 3
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Nest A

Nest B

Nest C

These nests show a parasitic egg that looks very similar (A), looks

LabAids
SEPUPsimilar
IAPS Repro
somewhat
(B), and3e
looks different (C) from the host eggs.
Figure: Repro3e SB 11_15
MyriadPro Reg 9.5/11

Scientists have discovered that there are
certain species of birds that don’t build their
own nests. Instead, they lay their eggs in
the nests of other species. These species are
known as brood parasites. One example of a
brood parasite is the cowbird. The bird whose
nest receives a cowbird egg (the host) suffers
a loss because the female cowbird will remove
one of the host’s eggs. And when the parasitic
cowbird chick hatches, it may remove all of
the host’s eggs and chicks.
Researchers studying another kind of brood
parasite, the cuckoo finch (Anomalospiza
imberbis), wondered if one of its hosts, the
tawny-flanked prinia (Prinia subflava), has any
mechanisms, or adaptations, for reducing
the potential losses from having an alien
egg in the nest. They wondered if prinias
had the ability to detect differences in egg
color and pattern between their own eggs
and the cuckoo finch’s eggs. Scientists tested
their ideas by conducting experiments that
involved placing artificial cuckoo finch eggs
(made with a 3-D printer) into prinia nests.
The scientists recorded the prinias’ behavioral
responses to these “parasitic” eggs—either

Downloaded from ebooks.lab-aids.com

accepting the egg or physically rejecting the
egg from the nest.
They also kept track of how much the added
eggs differed in color and pattern from the
hosts’ eggs, using a rating scale that they
developed. In their study, a difference of 0
meant that the eggs were the same color and
pattern. A difference of 8 meant that the eggs
were very different in color and pattern. They
kept track of the behavioral responses of the
host prinias and compared the colors of their
own eggs with the “parasitic” eggs. Here is
what they found:
Egg Color Results

Mean difference in color and pattern
between host eggs and added egg

Investigation 2: Egg Color

8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Accepted

Rejected

Host behavioral response to added egg
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Investigation 3: Deer Antlers
Females do not grow antlers, and they do not
engage in these behaviors.

Off the coast of Scotland in the United Kingdom
is an island called the Isle of Rum. On this island
lives a population of red deer (Cervus elaphus)
that scientists have been studying since 1952.
Researchers know the relationships and history
of all deer currently living on the island—to
whom they are related, who their parents and
grandparents are, and how many offspring
each male and female has ever had.

Deer Antler Results

8
Lifetime number of offspring

Male red deer are larger than females, with
males weighing 90–190 kilograms (kg) and
females weighing 63–120 kg. At the start of
the breeding season, male deer grow antlers
that can weigh as much as 1 kg and can be
over 86 cm in length. These antlers are made
of bone and are shed at the end of winter
only to be regrown at the start of the next
breeding season. Males compete among
themselves for home ranges and engage in
elaborate behavioral displays of dominance,
including roaring and fighting. Males can be
seriously injured or killed during these fights.

The researchers wondered why males would
risk injury or even death to engage in these
fights. They analyzed the data they had
on lifetime reproductive success (the total
number of offspring over an individual’s life)
for all of the males on the Isle of Rum, and this
is what they discovered:

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Below median

Above median

Relative antler mass

LabAids SEPUP IAPS Reproduction 3e
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Red deer
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Investigation 4: Meerkats

Each group has a dominant female that
produces most of the offspring in the group
in a breeding season. In some cases, no other
females produce offspring. Females compete
vigorously for the dominant position. A
dominant female’s reproductive success over
her lifetime depends on how long she holds
her position within the group. Researchers
wanted to determine what traits or factors

affect a dominant female’s reproductive
success within one breeding season. Here is
what they found:
Meerkat Results

0.8
0.7
Probability of dominant
female breeding

Meerkats (Suricata suricatta) are small predatory
mammals that live in cooperative groups of
between three and 50 individuals in the desert
in southern Africa. They live in underground
tunnels, which they use for breeding and to
escape predators. Groups compete with each
other for resources, especially ground nests and
territory, as well as food.

0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

Heavier

Lighter

Relative body mass for
a female at that age
LabAids SEPUP IAPS Reproduction 3e
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Meerkats
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 !ALBHE:EBHCE847G;8<AI8FG<:4G<BALBH;4I8588A4FF<:A87 454647
  (E8C4E8GBCE8F8AGG;8<AI8FG<:4G<BAGBG;8E8FGB9G;86?4FF58<A:
FHE8GB
Q FH@@4E<M8;BJG;8F6<8AG<FGF6BA7H6G87G;8<AI8FG<:4G<BA
Q 78F6E<58C4GG8EAF<AG;874G4 
Q 8KC?4<AJ;4GG;8C4GG8EAFG8??LBH 
  B??BJLBHEG846;8EF<AFGEH6G<BAF9BELBHECE8F8AG4G<BAF 

ANALYSIS
 BEG;8<AI8FG<:4G<BALBHE:EBHCCE8F8AG87JE<G84A4E:H@8AG
G;4G8KC?4<AF;BJG;4GGE4<G<A6E84F8F4ABE:4A<F@FE8CEB7H6G<I8
FH668FF   
 /;<6;B9G;8GE4<GF<AG;88K4@C?8F45BI84E8?<>8?LGB5849986G87
CE<@4E<?L5L:8A8G<6F5LG;88AI<EBA@8AG5L46B@5<A4G<BAB9
5BG;KC?4<ALBHEE84FBA<A:
  ,;8E8F84E6;8EFFGH7L<A:G;8@88E>4GF4?FB?BB>874GBG;8E
E8?4G<BAF;<CFG;4G<AUH8A68G;8E8CEB7H6G<I8FH668FFB97B@<A4AG
98@4?8F 
4  /;4GC4GG8EAF7BLBHF88<AG;874G458?BJ
5  KC?4<AJ;4GG;8F8C4GG8EAFG8??LBH
Meerkat Group Size Results

1.0

Probability of dominant
female breeding

0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
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46
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Plant–Animal Interactions
I N V E S T I G AT I O N

O

NE SUNDAY MORNING ,

Joe’s father suggested that they go fishing to
give them both a break from thinking about Marfan syndrome.

After they found a good spot along the shore of the pond, they baited their
hooks, dropped their lines, and sat quietly waiting for a fish to take the bait.
Joe noticed some butterflies visiting some of the flowers along the shore.
Then, out of the corner of his eye, he caught a quick movement. When he was
able to spot what was moving, he saw that it was a bird moving from flower
to flower. Then he saw another nearby.
After watching silently for a while, Joe said, “It looks like the hummingbirds
are visiting different flowers than the ones the butterflies are visiting.”
Joe’s father paused for a moment to observe both the hummingbirds and
the butterflies. “I’ve never noticed that before. I wonder why that is?”
Joe wondered how the birds and butterflies know what flowers to visit. Do
they learn, or is it genetic? He decided that this would be a good question to
ask his science teacher, Ms. Bohanic, when he returned to school on Monday.
Now if only a fish would take the bait.
!AG;<F46G<I<GLLBHJ<??
8KC?BE8FB@8GE4<GFB9
C?4AGFG;4G4E84FFB6<4G87
J<G;FB@8GE4<GFB9
68EG4<A><A7FB94A<@4?F
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ACTIVITY 11 PLANT—ANIMAL INTERACTIONS

GUIDING QUESTION
How do specialized plant structures and traits affect the
probability of successful reproduction in plants?

MATERIALS
For each group of four students
1 Scratch-and-Sniff card

SAFETY
If you are sensitive to strong odors, inform your teacher.

PROCEDURE
Part A: Pollination Patterns
 *847G;878F6E<CG<BAF58?BJB99BHEC?4AGF4A7G4>8ABG8F<ALBHE
F6<8A68ABG85BB> 5556

Gardenia
Gardenias are native to tropical
regions in Asia, Africa, and the Pacific
Islands. It is an evergreen shrub that
grows from 0.6 m to 2.4 m tall and
wide. Gardenia flowers are white or
yellow, flat, and distributed over the
entire shrub. The flowers give off a
strong, sweet fragrance.

55
56
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Agave
Agaves grow in the hot, dry regions of
the Southwestern United States and
Mexico. Their leaves are fleshy to store
water. Agave flowers bloom in clusters
on a stalk that can grow up to 3 m high.
The flowers open at night and smell like
rotting fruit.

Cardinal Flower
The cardinal flower is native to the
Americas, and is found in the eastern
and southwestern United States. The
plant grows to about 1.4 m in height
in wet places, including along streams
and in swamps. The flowers grow in
clusters and are typically bright red.
The flowers do not produce a strong
fragrance.

Corpse Flower
The corpse flower, Rafflesia arnoldii, native
to southeast Asia, is the largest flower
in the world. It can grow to over 1 meter
in diameter and weigh up to 10 kg. The
flower is reddish brown with spots all
over it. The aroma given off by the flower
smells like rotting flesh, giving the flower
its name.
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 *847G;85BK58?BJ45BHGG;89HA6G<BAB9UBJ8EF<AC?4AG
E8CEB7H6G<BA

Function of Flowers
Flowers contain the reproductive
structures of plants. Flowers produce
pollen, which contains the male sex
cells (sperm), while female sex cells
(eggs) are produced in the ovary,
which is typically at the base of a
flower. For fertilization to take place,
pollen must come into contact
with the structure containing the
ovary, a process called pollination.
Pollination leads to the production
of seeds, and sometimes fruits
around the seeds. These seeds

may eventually grow into new
individual plants. Some plants
are pollinated by animals. These
animals are called pollinators.
When the animal visits a flower,
pollen may get caught on its fur,
feathers, antennae, or legs. Then
when the animal visits another
flower, the pollen may come loose
and be deposited onto this other
flower. Flowers produce nectar,
a sugar substance that provides
nutrients for the animal.

2

&$+ 
&$+

 8?BJ4E878F6E<CG<BAFB99BHE><A7FB94A<@4?FG;4G4E8
<@CBEG4AGC?4AGCB??<A4GBEF FLBHE84745BHGG;8F84A<@4?F
G;<A>45BHGJ;<6;B9G;8@CB??<A4G8F846;B9G;89BHE><A7FB9
UBJ8EF<A+G8C ,4>8ABG8F4FLBHE847 57
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Hummingbird
Hummingbirds are very small birds
(some weigh as little as 3 g). They flap
their wings so rapidly that they can
hover above a flower. They feed on
nectar by inserting their long, narrow
bills and tongues down into a flower.
Hummingbirds have good color vision
(better than humans) but a weak sense
of smell.
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Bat
Bats are the only mammal capable of true flight.
They are nocturnal, feeding at night. Some bats
are nectivorous (feed on nectar). Nectivorous bats
hover at the flowers from which they are feeding.
Bats can see relatively well, but they cannot see in
color. They have a good sense of smell.

Fly
Flies are a very diverse group of insects
with over 150,000 species. They mostly
feed on nectar or other plant or animal
liquids, although some species feed on
only animal tissue. Flies have a very good
sense of smell, detecting odors from as
far as 7 km away. Flies see only ultraviolet,
blue, and yellow colors.

Moth
Moths are insects that feed on nectar
using their long tongues to reach
down into the flower. Some moths
hover at the flowers from which
they are feeding while others land
on the flowers to feed. Moths have
a good sense of smell. They see only
ultraviolet, blue, and yellow colors.
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  ,4>8GHEAFC4FF<A:4EBHA7G;8+6E4G6;4A7+A<9964E7J<G;BA8
C8EFBA<ALBHE:EBHCF6E4G6;<A:B99G;8VEFGC4G6;4A78I8ELBA8
G4><A:ABG8B9G;8B7BE %4>8474G4G45?8GBE86BE7;BJLBH
@4G6;87846;UBJ8EGB4F68AG4A7CB??<A4GBE ,;8F86BA7C8EFBA
F;BH?7F6E4G6;B99G;8F86BA7C4G6;4A7FBBA 1BHF;BH?7BA?L
A887GBF6E4G6;G;85BK?<:;G?L46BHC?8B9G<@8F BABGF6E4G6;
GBB;4E7
  ,;<A>45BHGG;8CB??<A4GBEG;4GLBH@4G6;87J<G;846;UBJ8E 
&BJ@4G6;G;8B7BEJ<G;G;8UBJ8ELBHG;<A>CEB7H68F<G 
  AFJ8EA4?LF<F<G8@ 4F<AFGEH6G875LLBHEG846;8E

Part B: Making Predictions
  *84745BHGG;8C?4AGF58?BJ4A758CE8C4E87GBF;4E8LBHE
4AFJ8EFGBG;89B??BJ<A:DH8FG<BAF4F<AFGEH6G875LLBHEG846;8E
Q

BJ7BLBHG;<A>G;89B??BJ<A:UBJ8EF4E8CB??<A4G87

Q /;4G<FLBHE8I<78A684A7E84FBA<A:


&(

California Poppy
The California poppy
(Eschscholzia californica) is a
plant that grows 25–45 cm
tall. It is native to the western
part of the United States. It
grows in meadows and other
open areas. The flowers are
usually orange but can be
yellow or red. They do not
have a strong fragrance.
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Big Bluestem
Big bluestem(Andropogon
gerardii) is a grass native to
prairies in North America. It can
grow over 2 m tall. The flowers
grow on spikes in clusters. The
flowers are very small (less than
1 cm) and are pale greenish
yellow. They do not produce a
strong fragrance.

ANALYSIS
 E84G84A4E:H@8AGG;4G8KC?4<AFLBHE@4G6;<A:B9C?4AGF
F68AGF4A7CB??<A4GBEF    
 !9LBHJ4AG87GBC?4AG4:4E78AG;4GJBH?74GGE46G5HGG8EU<8F4A7
;H@@<A:5<E7FJ;4GGLC8FB9UBJ8EFJBH?7LBHJ4AGGBC?4AG
4A7J;L
  88F4E8<@CBEG4AGCB??<A4GBEF9BE@4ALJ<?7UBJ8EF5HGG;8L
4E84?FB<@CBEG4AG9BECB??<A4G<BAB99EH<G6EBCF?<>8 4CC?8F
@8?BAF4A76;8EE<8F (BCH?4G<BAFB9588F4E8786?<A<A:5864HF8
B9C8FG<6<78F4A77<F84F8F (E87<6GJ;4GJ<??;4CC8A<9588
CBCH?4G<BAF6BAG<AH8GB786?<A8 
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How Do Genes Produce Traits?
MODELING

J

learning more and more about genes and how they influence
physical and behavioral traits. He knows there is a gene that causes
Marfan syndrome and has learned about the likelihood of passing it along to
his future children. But Joe doesn’t understand how a gene can affect how his
body works.
OE HAS BEEN

FLBH?84EA87<ACE8I<BHF46G<I<G<8FG;86;EB@BFB@8F<ALBHE
68??F4E8@478B9& 46;6;EB@BFB@86BAG4<AF;HA7E87FGB
G;BHF4A7FB9:8A8F ,;8F8:8A8F;B?7<A9BE@4G<BAG;4G<AUH8A68F
;BJLBH?BB>4A758;4I8 ,;8&<A846;:8A878G8E@<A8FG;8
FGEH6GHE8B94CEBG8<A<ALBHE5B7L 65
!AG;<F46G<I<GLLBHJ<??8KC?BE8G;864HF84A789986GE8?4G<BAF;<C
58GJ88AG;8<A9BE@4G<BA<A&4A74ABE:4A<F@FB5F8EI45?8
GE4<GF ,;88K4@C?8LBHJ<??<AI8FG<:4G8<FG;8:8A84FFB6<4G87J<G;
%4E94AFLA7EB@8J;<6;6B78F9BE4CEBG8<A64??87V5E<??<A
65
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A model of the threedimensional structure of
hemoglobin, a protein that
carries oxygen in your red
blood cells. This model is
enlarged approximately
10 million times!
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ACTIVITY 12 HOW DO GENES PRODUCE TRAITS?

GUIDING QUESTION
How does a gene produce a trait?

MATERIALS
For each pair of students
1 wire (1-m)
10 red chenille stems
10 blue chenille stems
5 white chenille stems
5 green chenille stems
For each student
1 Student Sheet 12.1, “Converting DNA to Proteins”

PROCEDURE
Part A: Determine the Protein Sequence
*847G;8<A9BE@4G<BA<AG;8V:HE858?BJ45BHG;BJ4&
F8DH8A686B78F9BE4CEBG8<AF8DH8A68
DNA and Protein Sequences

A gene is a long sequence of DNA subunits. The letters below (A,T, C, and G) represent the
four DNA subunits.

A G T C C C G T T G A A C G A
A DNA sequence is read in three-subunit codes. The brackets below show the codes in
this piece of DNA.

A G T C C C G T T G A A C G A
Each code specifies a protein subunit in a protein sequence. The blue, red, green, and
white circles below represent the four types of protein subunits.

A G T C C C G T T G A A C G A

LabAids SEPUP IAPS Repro 3e
Figure: Repro3e SB 10_3
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HOW DO GENES PRODUCE TRAITS? ACTIVITY 12

 ,;89B??BJ<A:&F8DH8A689EB@G;8V5E<??<A:8A8<FFC4687
<AGBG;E88FH5HA<G6B78F 46;6B78;4F588A8AG8E87<AGBG;8
O&F8DH8A68R6B?H@AB9G;8G45?8BA+GH78AG+;88G

OBAI8EG<A:&GB(EBG8<AF R
FG4EG,,,,,,,,,
,,,,8A7
  -F8G;8O+H5HA<GB78RG45?8BALBHE+GH78AG+;88GGB
78G8E@<A8G;8F8DH8A68B9G;89BHEGLC8FB9CEBG8<AFH5HA<GF<A
G;8CEBG8<A B@C?8G8G;8G45?8BALBHE+GH78AG+;88G9BELBHE
8AG<E8F8DH8A68

Part B: Determine Your Protein Structure
 *847G;8<A9BE@4G<BA58?BJGB?84EA45BHGV5E<??<AFFGEH6GHE8
4A79HA6G<BA<ALBHE5B7L 

The Fibrillin Protein’s Structure and Function2
Proteins perform specific functions that help the body to work normally.
Fibrillin is an example of a protein that functions by providing structural
support. It provides strength and flexibility in connective tissue—the
stuff that connects, supports, and maintains the structure of parts of your
body. Connective tissue surrounds your bones, ligaments, muscles, blood
vessels, and heart valves.
In Part A, you figured out the order of the protein subunits in a portion
of fibrillin. The order of these protein subunits distinguishes fibrillin from
other proteins. For a protein to do its job, it must fold into a specific shape.
This folding depends on the way the four kinds of protein subunits interact
with each other and with water in the cell. Some subunits repel each other
and water while other subunits attract each other and water. These interactions cause the protein to fold into a unique shape. &+
&
&+(%
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  -F8G;8V5E<??<AF8DH8A68LBH=HFG78G8E@<A87GB@B78?4A7
8K4@<A8G;8FGEH6GHE8B9G;8V5E<??<ACEBG8<A 
/BE><A:<AC4<EF@B78?LBHECEBG8<A4F9B??BJF
Q -F8G;86B4G87J<E8GBE8CE8F8AGG;8546>5BA8B9LBHECEBG8<A
6;4<A
Q -F86B?BE876;8A<??8FG8@FGBE8CE8F8AGG;89BHE><A7FB9
FH5HA<GFB9G;8CEBG8<A
Q I8A?LFC468LBHE6B?BE876;8A<??8FG8@F4?BA:G;86B4G87
J<E84CCEBK<@4G8?L8I8ELGB68AG<@8G8EF $4LBHG4??
B9LBHE6;8A<??8FG8@F4?BA:G;8?8A:G;B9G;86B4G87J<E8GB
8I8A?LFC468G;8@589BE84GG46;<A:4ALGB@4>8FHE8LBHHF8
G;88AG<E8?8A:G;B9G;86B4G87J<E8 $BBCBA88A74EBHA7G;8
6B4G87J<E8FBG;8E8@4<A<A:C4EGB9G;86;8A<??8FG8@8KG8A7F
4J4L9EB@G;86B4G87J<E84A7:<I8=HFGBA8GJ<FGGB;B?7G;8
6;8A<??8FG8@<AC?468 1BHEFH5HA<GF7BABGA887GBCB<AG<A
G;8F4@87<E86G<BA4J4L9EB@G;86B4G87J<E8
   -F<A:G;8<A9BE@4G<BA<AG;8G45?858?BJ6B@C?8G8G;8VA4?
6B?H@ABALBHE+GH78AG+;88G45BHGG;8BE<8AG4G<BAB9G;8
FH5HA<G ,;<F<A9BE@4G<BA<A7<64G8FJ;8E8846;GLC8B9FH5HA<G
CE898EFGB58J;8A9B?787<AGB4G;E887<@8AF<BA4?FGEH6GHE8
Orientation of Protein Subunits
COLOR

TYPE OF SUBUNIT

SUBUNIT ORIENTATION IN PROTEIN

Blue

Hydrophilic

Attracted to water; tends to be on the surface

Red

Hydrophobic

Repelled by water; tends to be buried inside away
from any water

White

Positive

Attracted to negative (green); on or near the surface

Green

Negative

Attracted to positive (white); on or near the surface

  B?7LBHECEBG8<AFBG;86;8A<??8FG8@F9468G;86BEE86G7<E86G<BA 
Hint+<A68G;8E87;L7EBC;B5<6FH5HA<GFCE898EGB58BAG;8
<AF<78FG4EG5L9B?7<A:LBHE6B4G87J<E8FBG;8E87FH5HA<GF4E84??
GB:8G;8EGB9BE@468AG8EG;4GG;8E8FGB9LBHECEBG8<A@<:;G9B?7
4EBHA7
  B??BJ<A:LBHEG846;8EF<AFGEH6G<BAF6B@C4E8LBHE9B?787
V5E<??<ACEBG8<A@B?86H?8J<G;LBHE6?4FF@4G8F@B?86H?8F 
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HOW DO GENES PRODUCE TRAITS? ACTIVITY 12

ANALYSIS
 ,;868??;4F4J4LB9>ABJ<A:J;8E8GBFG4EGE847<A:4&
F8DH8A68<ABE78EGB78G8E@<A8G;86BEE86GG;E88FH5HA<G6B78F 
4  /;L7BLBHG;<A>G;4G<F<@CBEG4AG
5  !9G;868??FG4EG87E847<A:BA8BEGJB?8GG8EF?4G8EJ;4G89986G
@<:;GG;4G;4I866
 ,;8F4@8CEBG8<AF8DH8A684?J4LF9B?7F<AGBG;8F4@8
G;E887<@8AF<BA4?FGEH6GHE8F;4C8J<G;<A468?? /;L7B
LBHG;<A>G;<F<F<@CBEG4AG
  "B87B8FAGHA78EFG4A7;BJBA8:8A849986G<A:BA8CEBG8<A
64A64HF84??G;8FL@CGB@FE8?4G87GB%4E94AFLA7EB@8 
4F87BAJ;4GLBH>ABJABJ;BJ64ALBHFG4EGGB8KC?4<AG;8
E8?4G<BAF;<C58GJ88AG;8V5E<??<A:8A84A7G;8FL@CGB@FB9
%4E94AFLA7EB@8
  !AG;<F46G<I<GLLBH<AI8FG<:4G87;BJ4:8A8?847FGB4CEBG8<A
J<G;4FGEH6GHE4?9HA6G<BA  BJ7BLBHG;<A>4:8A86BH?76B78
9BE4CEBG8<AG;4G<AUH8A68F4ABE:4A<F@F58;4I<BE
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13

Fault in the Genes
MODELING

J

learning a lot about genes and how they are like the
instructions for his cells to make proteins. All proteins have an important
function in his body, but Joe is still wondering what could be wrong with his
fibrillin gene or protein that is causing Marfan syndrome symptoms.
OE HAS BEEN

/;8A4ABE:4A<F@E8CEB7H68F<G@HFG6BCL<GF&<ABE78EGB
C4FF:8A8G<6<A9BE@4G<BAGBG;8A8KG:8A8E4G<BA 1BH64A<@4:<A8
G;4G7HE<A:4??B9G;<F6BCL<A:G;4G468??@<:;G@4>84@<FG4>88I8EL
ABJ4A7G;8AF<@<?4EGB;BJLBH@<:;G@4>84@<FG4>8J;8AG4><A:
ABG8F4A76BCL<A:J;4GLBHEG846;8EJEBG8BAG;85B4E7 FLBHE847
45BHG<AO+;BJ%8G;88A8FR<94@<FG4>8B66HEF<AG;8&J8
64??<G4@HG4G<BA !94@HG4G<BAB66HEF<GJ<??58C4FF87BAGBG;8
A8KG:8A8E4G<BAB968??F !9G;868??<F4A8::BE4FC8E@G;8@HG4G<BA
J<??58C4FF87GBG;8B99FCE<A: !AG;<F46G<I<GLLBHJ<???84EA;BJ4
@HG4G<BA<A4:8A864A?847GB6;4A:8F<A<GF6BEE8FCBA7<A:CEBG8<AF
FGEH6GHE84A79HA6G<BA    74
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The Drosophila fruit fly on the left has red eyes. The fly
on the right has a mutation that results in white eyes.
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ACTIVITY 13 FAULT IN THE GENES

GUIDING QUESTION
How can a change in a gene, like the gene linked to Marfan
syndrome, lead to a change in the function of a person’s body?75

MATERIALS
For each pair of students
1 wire (1-m)
10 red chenille stems
10 blue chenille stems
5 white chenille stems
5 green chenille stems
1 6-sided number cube
For each student
1 Science Skill Sheet 7, “Analyzing Models”
Completed Student Sheet 12.1, “Converting DNA to Proteins,” from the “How Do
Genes Produce Traits?” activity

PROCEDURE
 /BE><A:J<G;4C4EGA8E<ALBHE:EBHCE898EGBG;8G45?8BA
+GH78AG+;88G
OBAI8EG<A:&GB(EBG8<AFRJ;<6;LBH
6B@C?8G877HE<A:G;8O BJB8A8F(EB7H68,E4<GFR46G<I<GL 
-F8G;<F<A9BE@4G<BAGBE8@4>8G;8V5E<??<AF8DH8A689EB@4
6B4G87J<E84A76;8A<??8FG8@F 
 -F8G;8<A9BE@4G<BA<AG;8G45?858?BJGBE89B?7G;8V5E<??<A
CEBG8<AF8DH8A68B96B?BE876;8A<??8FG8@FH5HA<GF<AGB4
G;E887<@8AF<BA4?CEBG8<A 
Orientation of Protein Subunits

75

COLOR

TYPE OF SUBUNIT

Blue

Hydrophilic

Attracted to water; tends to be on the surface

Red

Hydrophobic

Repelled by water; tends to be buried inside
away from any water

White

Positive

Attracted to negative (green); on or near the
surface

Green

Negative

Attracted to positive (white); on or near the
surface

&+
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SUBUNIT ORIENTATION IN PROTEIN

FAULT IN THE GENES ACTIVITY 13

  <F6HFFG;89B??BJ<A:<784J<G;LBHE:EBHC BJ@<:;G4
@HG4G<BAG;4G64HF8F4F<A:?8?8GG8E6;4A:8<AG;8&F8DH8A68
49986GLBHECEBG8<AFGEH6GHE84A79HA6G<BA
Hint: 1BH@<:;GJ4AGGBE898E546>GBG;8O+H5HA<GB78RG45?8
BA+GH78AG+;88G

  /<G;LBHEC4EGA8EEB??G;8AH@58E6H58GBVA7BHG;BJ4
@HG4G<BA49986GFLBHECEBG8<A *898EGBG;8G45?858?BJGB
78G8E@<A8G;86;4A:8LBHA887GB@4>8GBLBHECEBG8<A 
4  89BE8@4><A:G;86;4A:8GBLBHE@B78?CE87<6GJ;4GLBH
G;<A>J<??;4CC8AGBG;8BI8E4??FGEH6GHE84A79HA6G<BAB9G;8
CEBG8<A 8FHE8GBE86BE7LBHECE87<6G<BAF<ALBHEF6<8A68
ABG85BB>
5  %4>8G;86;4A:8GBLBHE@B78?E84EE4A:<A:G;8FGEH6GHE8
<9A88787 *8@8@58EGB6;86>G;8O'E<8AG4G<BAB9(EBG8<A
+H5HA<GFRG45?8GBF88<9LBHA887GBE89B?7LBHECEBG8<A
Fibrillin Mutations
NUMBER
ROLL

CHANGE TO PROTEIN

1

Change subunit 9 from a red chenille stem to a blue chenille stem.

2

Change subunit 1 from a blue chenille stem to a red chenille stem.

3

Add a white chenille stem between subunits 10 and 11.

4

Remove the green chenille stem.

5

Change subunit 12 from a red chenille stem to a blue chenille stem.

6

Change subunit 2 from a blue chenille stem to a green chenille stem.

6  8F6E<58;BJG;86;4A:849986G87G;8F;4C8B9LBHE
CEBG8<A 7677
  *8GHEALBHEV5E<??<ACEBG8<A546>GB<GFBE<:<A4?F8DH8A684A7
FGEH6GHE8
  *8C84G+G8C !9LBHEB??G;8F4@8AH@58EE8EB??G;8AH@58E
6H58HAG<?LBH4A4?LM847<998E8AG@HG4G<BA
   B@C4E8LBHEGJB@HG4G<BAFCE87<6G<BAF4A7G;8E8FH?G<A:
6;4A:8FGBLBHECEBG8<AJ<G;G;8BG;8EC4<E<ALBHEF@4??:EBHC 
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ACTIVITY 13 FAULT IN THE GENES

ANALYSIS
 !AG;<F46G<I<GL4A7G;8O BJB8A8F(EB7H68,E4<GFR46G<I<GL
LBHHF8746B4G87J<E84A76;8A<??8FG8@FGB@B78?CEBG8<A
FGEH6GHE8 
4  -F<A:+6<8A68+><??F+;88GOA4?LM<A:%B78?FR<78AG<9LG;8
C4EGFB9G;8@B78?J;4G846;C4EGE8CE8F8AGF<AG;8E84?JBE?7
4A7;BJ846;C4EG<FF<@<?4EGB4A77<998E8AG9EB@G;8E84?JBE?7 


Hint1BH@4LJ4AGGBE898E546>GBG;8O BJB8A8F
(EB7H68,E4<GFR46G<I<GL9BE@BE8<A9BE@4G<BA 

5  BLBHG;<A>G;86B4G87J<E8@B78?<F4A89986G<I8@B78?9BE
HA78EFG4A7<A:CEBG8<AFGEH6GHE84A79HA6G<BAKC?4<A


 B4??@HG4G<BAF;4I8G;8F4@889986GBA&/;LBEJ;LABG

   BAF<78EG;889986GFB9@HG4G<BAFBACEBG8<AF 
4  B4??@HG4G<BAF?847GB46;4A:8<ACEBG8<AFGEH6GHE8/;4G
8I<78A687BLBH;4I8GBFHCCBEGG;<F
5  B4??@HG4G<BAF?847GB46;4A:8<ACEBG8<A9HA6G<BA/;4G
8I<78A687BLBH;4I8GBFHCCBEGG;<F
   ,;<A>546>GBJ;4GLBH>ABJ45BHG%4E94AFLA7EB@84A7
V5E<??<A E4J4?458?877<4:E4@G;4G@B78?FG;864HF84A789986G
E8?4G<BAF;<C58GJ88AG;8V5E<??<A:8A8V5E<??<ACEBG8<A4A7GE4<GF
FL@CGB@F9BE
4  4C8EFBAJ<G;BHG%4E94AFLA7EB@8 
5  4C8EFBAJ<G;%4E94AFLA7EB@8 


Hint"B8?<>84??;H@4AF;4FGJB4??8?8F9BEG;8V5E<??<A:8A8
BA89EB@@B@4A7BA89EB@747
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14

Advising Joe
TA L K I N G I T O V E R

S

his situation with his family, his mother’s sister has
begun to suspect that she and her daughter and baby grandson might
also have Marfan syndrome. The family is considering having some testing
done. They are meeting next weekend to talk over their concerns.
INCE JOE SHARED

1BH;4I8?84EA8745BHGG;8F6<8AG<V664HF8F4A789986GFB9%4E94A
FLA7EB@8 1BH;4I84?FB?84EA8745BHGCBFF<5?8@87<64?GE84G@8AGF"B8
J<??9468<9;8;4F%4E94AFLA7EB@8 !AG;<F46G<I<GLLBHJ<??HF8J;4G
LBH;4I8?84EA87GB;8?C"B84A7;<F94@<?LHA78EFG4A7G;8<EF<GH4G<BA

GUIDING QUESTION
What have you learned that could help Joe understand and
make choices about his situation if he does have Marfan
syndrome?
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ACTIVITY 14 ADVISING JOE

MATERIALS
For each student
1 Student Sheet 14.1, “What We Know About Marfan Syndrome”

PROCEDURE
 *8E847G;88@4<?"B8F8AG;<F9E<8A7%8:4A<AO"B8F+<GH4G<BA R
 *8I<8JG;8?<FGB9DH8FG<BAFLBHE86BE787<ALBHEF6<8A68
ABG85BB>G;4GLBHG;BH:;G"B8F;BH?74F>;<F7B6GBE4A7:8A8G<6
6BHAF8?BE<AG;8O"B8F+<GH4G<BAR46G<I<GL
  4F87BAJ;4GLBH;4I8?84EA87<AG;<FHA<G4AFJ8E4ALDH8FG<BAF
G;4GLBH@4L;4I8?89GHA4AFJ8E87589BE8
  -F8+GH78AG+;88G  O/;4G/8#ABJ5BHG%4E94A
+LA7EB@8RGBFH@@4E<M8J;4GLBH;4I8?84EA8745BHG%4E94A
FLA7EB@8
  !@4:<A8LBH4E8"B8F9E<8A7 L6;4A68LBHFG4EG87?84EA<A:
45BHG:8A8G<6F4A7%4E94AFLA7EB@8<ALBHEF6<8A686?4FF49G8E
LBHE868<I87"B8F8@4<? /E<G84A8@4<?GB"B8 !AG;<F8@4<?58
FHE8GB<A6?H78G;89B??BJ<A:  
Q KC?4<ALBHEA8JHA78EFG4A7<A:F45BHGG;8F6<8A68G;4G
8KC?4<AF%4E94AFLA7EB@8<A6?H7<A:;BJ<G<F<A;8E<G87
"B8F6;4A68B9GE4AF@<GG<A:<GGB4AL9HGHE8B99FCE<A:<9;8;4F
%4E94AFLA7EB@84A7G;8EB?8B9:8A8F4A78AI<EBA@8AG<A
<GFFL@CGB@F4A789986GF 8FHE8GBHF8G;8<A9BE@4G<BA9EB@
+GH78AG+;88G  1BH@4L4?FBJ4AGGB<A6?H784AFJ8EFGB
G;8DH8FG<BAFLBH:8A8E4G87<AO"B8F+<GH4G<BA R 
Q ,8??"B84A7;<F94G;8EJ;4GLBHG;<A>;8F;BH?77B45BHG;<F
F<GH4G<BA 
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ADVISING JOE ACTIVITY 14

ANALYSIS
 %4E94AFLA7EB@8<F47B@<A4AGGE4<G /E<G8LBHEBJA78VA<G<BA
B9dominant trait4F<G<FHF87<A:8A8G<6F -F88I<78A689EB@G;<F
HA<GGB8KC?4<AJ;8G;8EG;87B@<A4AGGE4<G<F4?J4LFG;8@BFG
6B@@BAGE4<G<A4;H@4ACBCH?4G<BA  
 "B84A7;<F94@<?L;4I8E84?<M87G;4G9BHEBG;8E94@<?L@8@58EF
F;BJFB@8F<:AFB9%4E94AFLA7EB@8;<FF<FG8E4HAG6BHF<A
4A76BHF<AF545L "B8F4HAGJ4AGF8I8ELBA8<AG;894@<?LJ;B
@<:;G;4I8%4E94AFLA7EB@8GB58G8FG87GBF88<9G;8<E94@<?L
;4F4@HG4G<BA ,;8<E<AFHE4A68J<??ABG6BI8EG;8 <G
JBH?76BFG9BE4??B9G;8@GB58G8FG87 "B8F4HAGFH::8FG87G;8L
C4L9BEG;8G8FG<AFG847B9:B<A:4J4L9BE4FH@@8EI464G<BA 
BLBHE86B@@8A7G;8L;4I8G;8G8FG8FHE8GB<A6?H784AL
GE478B99FB9LBHEE86B@@8A74G<BA


Reflection:&8JG8FGF4E858<A:78I8?BC879BE:8A8G<6
6BA7<G<BAF4FF6<8AG<FGF?84EA@BE845BHGG;8:8A8FG;4G64HF8
G;8@ ,;8F8G8FGF6BH?7;8?CC8BC?8C?4AG;8<E?<I8F;8?C7B6GBEF
GE84GG;8<EC4G<8AGF4A7?847GB46G<BAFG;4G;8?CCE8I8AGFB@8
6BA7<G<BAF9EB@;4I<A:F8E<BHF89986GF HGG;8F8A8JG8FGF4?FB
E4<F8<FFH8F9BE<A7<I<7H4?F4A79BEFB6<8GL 
4  /;4G4E8FB@8B9G;8F8<FFH8F
5  /BH?7LBH58G8FG87GBVA7BHG45BHGLBHE:8A8G<6@4>8HC
KC?4<A
6
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